We complete the program started in [4] by proving that, in the weak coupling limit, the matrix elements, in the collective coherent vectors, of the Heisenberg evolved of an observable of a system coupled to a quasi-free reservoir through a laser type interaction, converge to the matrix elements of a quantum stochastic process satisfying a quantum Langevin equation driven by a quantum Brownian motion. Our results apply to an arbitrary quasi-free reservoir so, in particular, the finite temperature case is included. §0. Introduction
§0. Introduction
In the present paper, the notations and the model will be the same as in [4] . Namely, H Q (the system space) and //, (the one-particle space of the reservoir) are Hilbert spaces, Q>1 is an operator on H , , W(H l ) is the Weyl-algebra on //, , <p Q is the mean zero, gauge invariant quasi-free state on W(H { ), with covariance Q, i.e., As in [4] we shall use the following notations: {# Q ,n Q ,$} Q } is the GNS triple of (W(H^<p Q )\ we denote n Q (W(-)) by W Q (-) and A Q (/), A+(/), (f e H,) the associated annihilation and creation operators, H R is the free Hamiltonian of the reservoir, H s the free Hamiltonian of the system and 
V(t) = --(D® e-IO) »'A + (Sfg) -D + ® e' i = -t(D®A + (S,g)-D + ®A(S,g)) (0.6) and
In [4] , we have shown that, in the Fock representation i.e. for Q = I , the limit^S
exists and is equal to where, {//,¥, W(£ I5T , ®/)} is the Fock Brownian Motion on L 2 (R,^;7/). Moreover, from Theorem (II.) in [4] , we know that U(t) satisfies the quantum stochastic differential equation, The first result of the present paper, is the study of the limit (0.7) for Q^l and the deduction of the corresponding quantum stochastic differential equation.
(cf. Theorem (1. 7) below) The application of this extension, to a system 5 interacting with a free Boson gas in equilibrium, was discussed without proofs in Section (7.) of [4] .
The main new feature in the proof of this result, with respect to [4] is the more complex structure of the negligible and non negligible terms, due to the doubling of the space (with respect to the Fock case).
Most of the work of Section (1.) is devoted to the proof that the estimates of [4] are sufficient to guarantee the convergence to zero of the so-called type II terms and to make esplicit the additional term, in the quantum stochastic equation, due to the fact that the state is non-Fock.
The second new result, both in the Fock and in the Q^l case, is that the limit where, instead of (0.9), U(t) satisfies the equation (1 .45). This is the main result of the present paper and corresponds to Theorem III, stated without proof in [4] . Its meaning is that the family of bounded quantum stochastic processes
satisfying an ordinary Heisenberg equation in interaction representation, converges, weakly in the sense of matrix elements (cf. Definition (2.2) of [4] ), to the process
X(t):=U(t)(X®\)U(t)
satisfying the quantum Langevin equations (4.4a), (4.4b). The main difficulties in the passage from the equations for £7(0 (i.e. (0.9) and (1.45)) to the Langevin equations (4.4a) and (4.4b) , are all present in the Fock case. Once these have been settled and the result of Theorem (1 .7) has been established, the extension of the Langevin equation from the Fock to the finite temperature case can be obtained by some natural (although lengthy) modifications which make use of the ideas developed in Sections (.1) of the present paper. For this reason we do not include the proof of Theorem (4.2). Throughout this paper, when a proof is a simple adaptation of pervious results, we have barely mentioned the salient points.
A quantum Langevin equation of different type for a restricted set of observables was deduced, with different techniques, in [6] .
It will be clear from the proof that the above mentioned result is by no means an easy corollary of Theorem II of [4] , even if the basic estimates of that paper will be constantly used here. On the other hand such a result is needed if we want to include in the present theory all the previous results on the master equation [6] , [9] , [10] . Given the above result, this inclusion is a simple corollary of the quantum Feynman-Kac formula [1] (for the connection between the quantum Feynman-Kac formula and the Langevin equation, see [2] ).
As in [4] , we suppose that there exists a non-zero subspace K c: Dom(Q) (in all the examples it will be a dense subspace) such that ,/, e£ (0.11)
This condition implies that the sesquilinear form
defines a pre-scalar product on K. We shall still denote by K (or (K, (-}•)) if confusion can arise) the associated Hilbert space, i.e. the completion of the quotient of ^by the zero norm elements in the scalar product (0.12). The scalar product on AT will still be denoted by (•[•). In the following we shall use, without proof, the following three results from [4] .
Lemma (0.1). For each g e Dom(Q) and for any -<x>< S < 7 <+<*>, the integral (0.13) is well defined and belongs to Dom(Q), moreover,
Q I S t gdt = I QS t gdt = I S t Qgdt
(0.14) Added In the second revision The present paper has undergone two revisions because the authors found some difficulties in explaining that the first part of the paper is devoted to establish the convergence of (0.7) to (0.8) in the quasi-free non-Fock case and the second one to establish the convergence of (0.10) to (0.1 Oa) in the Fock case. This implied a number of revisions of the introduction which were also delayed by subsequent developments. On the other hand, the statement of the theorems and their proofs have not undergone any revision and they are the same as in the original version of the paper in July 1989.
Added in the third revision On request of the referee, we have inserted the proof of the unitarity of the operator £7(0 in Theorem (1.7). No other changes were required.
Added in the fourth revision On further request of the referee, we correct a statement made in the subsection Added in the second revision. Effectively our claim that the statement of the theorems and their proofs have not undergone any revision and they are the same as in the original version of the paper in July 1989. is not true: we added in Theorem (1.7) the statement. Moreover U(t) is unitary for each f>0 and the referee asked for its proof. The proof is an application of the standard unitarity condition and of the standard representation of a boson, quasi-free state. In the present (fourth) revision of our paper, no other changes were required by the referee, nor introduced by us.
We take the occasion of this further requirement of revision of the present paper to make esplicit that the subsequent developments mentioned in the subsection Added in the second revision have nothing to do with the present paper. They concern: the complete solution of the low density problem and the related connection with quantum scattering, the discovery that the Wigner-Voiculescu diagrams of the semicircle law arise canonically from the solution of the problem considered here in quantum electrodynamics, without dipole approximation, the applications to quantum chromodynamics, the emergence of quantum noises living on Hilbert modules rather than Hilbert spaces, and the development of the associated stochastic calculus, the applications to the lA/V-expansion, the discovery of a new type of semiclassical approximation in quantum field theory, arising from the present limit, and its application to high energy physics, the applications to stochastic bosonization in arbitrary dimensions, .... For a linear operator A ://-»//, we write extends to a unitary isomorphism of the triple {^Q^Q^Q} with the triple
In the following, this unitary isomorphism will be denoted by R. With this notation, (1 .6) becomes:
Thus, for the field operators one obtains:
From now on, we shall usually omit the map n Q , n' Q and write simply W g , A Q ,
and, if Q = 1 (Fock case), we simply write W, A, A + and we identify R with I®/?. With these notations, for any neNand #,,•••,£" e //, one has,
where, in (1.10), the exponents £(j) and a(j) have different meaning, namely:
The explicit form of the product of creators and annihilators in (1 .10) is (1.13)
ln-k
Here, for each k <n e N, 1 <j, <~-<j k <n, we have introduced the notation:
Now, notice that each of the two factors in the product (1.13) is of the type (4.8), considered in Lemma (4.1) of [4] and therefore, in the notations (4.8) of [4] , and remembering that the multi-index £ is uniquely determined by the positions of the creation operator, we see that (1.13) takes the form: In the following we shall show that only the terms of the form 7^ ( 7) ® 7^( /c} survive in the limit A -> 0 and that the other terms play, in this case, the role played by the terms which, in formula (4.8) of [4] , we have called of type 77. In order to achieve this program, let us begin to define the decomposition (1.17) in a precise way. To this goal, taking g e 7f,, and denoting g k = S t g, one has
and expanding V ? (r,)• • -V^ (/ n ) according to (1.10), (1.13) and (1.18) we see that the right hand side of (1.19) is equal to o Jo A + (S, e.«) n where we introduced the notation
The term A ( l j l) (2) in the notations of (1.21) is equal to The sum Z^,^ ,/?',,</',) has the analogous meaning. The length and the complexity of the formulas (1.22), (1.25) should not obscure the basic conceptual difference between these two kinds of terms: in the terms of type I (formula (1.22) ) all the scalar products (S t F,S, G) correspond to time indices such that t k =f /+I . In the terms of type II (formula (1.25)) there are some scalar products of the form (S t F, 5, G) with \j-k\>\. The basic intuition of the weak coupling phenomenon is that this second kind of terms go to zero. The main estimate that allows to turn this intuition into a precise statement is the same as in the Fock case, only that here the combinatorics is more complex due to the doubling of the Fock space.
As an help for the reader's intuition we summarize the meaning of the (unfortunately many) indices which appear in the formulas (1.22), (1.25):
-n is the total number of creators and annihilators in (1.13).
-7,,-",7 A are the indices of the creators and annihilators in the 1-st Hilbert space (in the identification (1.6), (1.6)'). These indices go with the operator Q + of (1.5).
- -x is the number of creators in the 1-st space, -jt'-as above for the 2-nd space.
-m is the number of creators in the 1-st space used to produce scalar products.
-m'-as above for the 2-nd space.
-j l ,---J, are the indices of the creators in the 1-st space.
-J''i'"J'', -as above for the 2-nd space.
-j, i'"J, are the indices of the creators in the 1-st space used to produce scalar products.
-ft ,-",y' / t ', ~a s above for the 2-nd space.
-(/?,,-• •,/?",) (resp. (<7p---, <?,")) are refered to those creators (resp. annihilators) in the 1-st space used to produce scalar products of type II, i.e. with some y;-7,,>2.
- Since each integral in (1.30) has the same form as the integral in (5.8b) in [4] , we can apply to each of them the estimate (5.18) of [4] which leads to the following estimate (for some C,)
With the same procedure, we get the uniform (in A) estimate for ^' (2) With the same trick as in the proof of Lemma (1.1), we majorize (1.35) with a product of two factors of the form (1.30). We then use the estimate (1.26) to majorize the first term of this product and we obtain that (1.35) is less or equal than
But, the integral on the right hand side of (1 .36) is of the same form as the right hand side of (4.16) of [4] which goes to zero because of Lemma (4.2) of [4] . The argument for the other two types of terms is similar.
The following is the analogue of Theorem (5.1) of [4] . 
T,](' «) n w/zere, (G~/I2~^) + .(G + /I2 +^) -are defined by (\ 39a) below, and Q,(t,t / ,-",^ ;^, ,-"^« ) is the n -m -m' dimensional subset of {(t } ,--9 t n )
e R" ;0 < t n < • • • < t { < t} in which, the variables
are suppressed.
Proof. Also in this case we limit ourselves to a sketch of the proof, which is an easy adaptation of that of Theorem (5.1) in [4] . By inspection of the expression for A ( ; f'(l) and using again the fact that the (j,j l )-indices are a partition of {I,---,/?}, we see that we can apply separately to the (f H -? ; )-variables and the (t, , -t, )-variables, the argument of the second part of the proof of Theorem (5.1) in [4] . Recalling that the indices j l ,j t , here play the role of the indices j f there (i.e. they label the factors A t ^A*) and that the change of variables needed involve only the indices j t _,, j t ;y, ( 
Remark. In [4] we repeatedly stressed that the iterated series converges weakly on the domain of collective coherent vectors. The same type of convergence is assured in the present case as used in Lemma (1.5).
Denoting by G(«,f) the limit (1.40), in the following Lemma, we shall compute --G (u,t 
(R)®(K,(-\-)))®r(L 2 (R)®(K,,(-\-),))
(1.46) with e.=^+T ; g -,^l
Moreover U(t) is unitary for each t > 0.
Proof. For each u e H Q , put
It is easy to show F(u,t) satisfies (1.41). Since we know from [8] that the equation (1.45) has a unique solution, it follows that F(u,t) is the unique solution of (1.41). So, F(u, 0 = G(w,f) for all t>0.
To prove unitarity, first notice that from (1.44) one easily deduces the covariance of the quantum BM A Q (t,g), Ag(t,g): 2 This implies that the Ito table is: 
which, in view of the ho table (1.48), (1.49), (1.50) and of the identities (1.51), (1.52) makes evident that the formal unitary condition of [11] and [12] (in [8] only the Fock case, not the general quasi-free case, as needed here, is considered) is satisfied. Since D is bounded, the formal unitarity condition guarantees existence, uniqueness and unitarity [12] . §2 e The Uniform Estimates of the Heisenberg Evolution:
Fock Case
In the following sections, we shall deal with the Langevin case, that is, we shall consider the weak coupling limit of the matrix elements in the collective coherent vectors of U a) (t)(X ® l)U U)+ (t) and their properties. For X e B(H Q ), t >0,put Proof. With the same argument as in Lemma (1 .3), we find: 
-III X I I I J=Oae/,,"A=0 !</,< </A<» m=0 l<t/,< <t/,,,<«, ({c//;./j/?}}"=l. 
X(t) = U(t)(X ® \)U + (t)
,
